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Abstract
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We introduce Analytic Program Repair, a data-driven strategy for providing feedback for type-errors via repairs for
the erroneous program. Our strategy is based on insight
that similar errors have similar repairs. Thus, we show how
to use a training dataset of pairs of ill-typed programs and
their fixed versions to: (1) learn a collection of candidate
repair templates by abstracting and partitioning the edits
made in the training set into a representative set of templates; (2) predict the appropriate template from a given
error, by training multi-class classifiers on the repair templates used in the training set; (3) synthesize a concrete repair
from the template by enumerating and ranking correct (e.g.
well-typed) terms matching the predicted template. We have
implemented our approach in Rite: a type error reporting
tool for OCaml programs. We present an evaluation of the
accuracy and efficiency of Rite on a corpus of 4,500 ill-typed
OCaml programs drawn from two instances of an introductory programming course, and a user-study of the quality of
the generated error messages that shows the locations and
final repair quality to be better than the state-of-the-art tool
in a statistically-significant manner.
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1 Introduction
Languages with Hindley-Milner style, unification-based inference offer the benefits of static typing with minimal annotation overhead. The catch, however, is that programmers
must first ascend the steep learning curve associated with
understanding the error messages produced by the compiler.
While experts can, usually, readily decipher the errors, and
view them as invaluable aids to program development and
refactoring, novices are typically left quite befuddled and frustrated, without a clear idea of what the problem is [41]. Owing to the importance of the problem, several authors have
proposed methods to help debug type errors, typically, by slicing down the program to the problematic locations [12, 31],
by enumerating possible causes [6, 21], or by ranking the
possible locations using MAX-SAT [30], Bayesian [43] or
statistical analysis [37]. While valuable, these approaches at
best help localize the problem but students are still left in
the dark about how to fix their code.

CCS Concepts: · Software and its engineering → General programming languages; Automatic programming;
· Computing methodologies → Machine learning; · Theory of computation → Abstraction.
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Repairs as Feedback. Several recent papers have proposed an inspiring new line of attack on the feedback problem: using techniques from synthesis to provide feedback in
the form of repairs that students can apply to improve their
code. These repairs can be found by symbolically searching
a space of candidate programs circumscribed by an expertdefined repair model [14, 38]. However, for type errors, the
space of candidate repairs is massive. It is quite unclear
whether a small set of repair models exists or even if it does,
what it looks like. More importantly, to scale, it is essential
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that we remove the requirement that an expert carefully
curate some set of candidate repairs.
Alternately, we can generate repairs via the observation
that similar programs have similar repairs, i.e. by calculating
łdiffsž from the student’s solution to the łclosestž correct
program [11, 42]. However, this approach requires a corpus
of similar programs, whose syntax trees or execution traces
can be used to match each incorrect program with a łcorrectž
version that is used to provide feedback. Programs with static
type errors have no execution traces. More importantly, we
desire a means to generate feedback for new programs that
novices write, and hence cannot rely on matching against
some (existing) correct program.

by Seminal, a state-of-the-art OCaml repair tool [21] in a
statistically-significant manner.

2 Overview
We begin with an overview of our approach to suggesting
fixes for faulty programs by learning from the processes
novice programmers follow to fix errors in their programs.

Analytic Program Repair. In this work, we present a
novel error repair strategy called Analytic Program Repair
that uses supervised learning instead of manually crafted repair models or matching against a corpus of correct code. Our
strategy is based on the key insight that similar errors have
similar repairs and realizes this insight by using a training
dataset of pairs of ill-typed programs and their fixed versions
to: (1) learn a collection of candidate repair templates by abstracting and partitioning the edits made in the training set
into a representative set of templates; (2) predict the appropriate template from a given error, by training multi-class
classifiers on the repair templates used in the training set;
(3) synthesize a concrete repair from the template by enumerating and ranking correct (e.g. well-typed) terms matching
the predicted template, thereby, generating a fix for a candidate program. Critically, we show how to perform the crucial
abstraction from a particular program to an abstract error by
representing programs via bag-of-abstracted-terms (BOAT)
i.e. as numeric vectors of syntactic and semantic features
[35]. This abstraction lets us train predictors over high-level
code features, i.e. to learn correlations between features that
cause errors and their corresponding repairs, allowing the
analytic approach to generalize beyond matching against
existing programs.
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let rec mulByDigit i l =
match l with
| []
-> []
| hd :: tl -> ( hd * i) @ mulByDigit i tl
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let rec mulByDigit i l =
match l with
| []
-> []
| hd :: tl -> [ hd * i] @ mulByDigit i tl

Figure 1. (top) An ill-typed OCaml program that should
multiply each element of a list by an integer. (bottom) The
fixed version by the student.
The Problem. Consider the program mulByDigit shown
at the top of Figure 1, written by a student in an undergraduate Programming course. The program is meant to multiply
all the numbers in a list with an integer digit. The student
accidentally misuses the list append operator (@), applying
it to a number and a list rather than two lists. Novice students who are still building a mental model of how the type
checker works are often perplexed by the compiler’s error
message [26]. Hence a novice will often take a long time to
arrive at a suitable fix, such as the one shown at the bottom
of Figure 1, where @ is used with a singleton list containing
the multiplication of the head hd and i. Our goal is to use
historical data of how programmers have fixed similar errors
in their programs to automatically and rapidly guide novices
to come up with candidate solutions like the one above.
Solution: Analytic Program Repair. One approach is to
view the search for candidate repairs as a synthesis problem:
synthesize a (small) set of edits to the program that yields a
good (e.g. type-correct) one. The key challenge is to ensure
that synthesis is tractable by restricting the repairs to an
efficiently searchable space, and yet precise so the search
does not miss the right fixes for an erroneous program. In
this work, we present a novel strategy called Analytic Program Repair which enables tractable and precise search by
decomposing the problem into three steps: First, learn a set
of widely used fix templates. Second, predict, for each erroneous program, the correct fix template to apply. Third,
synthesize candidate repairs from the predicted template. In
the remainder of this section, we give a high-level overview
of our approach by describing how to:
1. Represent fixes abstractly via fix templates (ğ 2.1),

Rite. We have implemented our approach in Rite: a type
error reporting tool for OCaml programs. We train (and
evaluate) Rite on a set of over 4,500 ill-typed OCaml programs drawn from two years of an introductory programming course. Given a new ill-typed program, Rite generates
a list of potential solutions ranked by likelihood and an editdistance metric. We evaluate Rite in several ways. First, we
measure its accuracy: we show that Rite correctly predicts
the right repair template 69% of the time when considering
the top three templates and surpasses 80% when we consider
the top six. Second, we measure its efficiency: we show that
Rite is able to synthesize a concrete repair within 20 seconds 70% of the time. Finally, we measure the quality of the
generated messages via a user study with 29 participants
and show that humans perceive both Rite’s edit locations
and final repair quality to be better than those produced
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2. Acquire a training set of labeled ill-typed programs
and fixes (ğ 2.2),
3. Learn a small set of candidate fix templates by partitioning the training set (ğ 2.3),
4. Predict the appropriate template to apply by training
a multi-class classifier from the training set (ğ 2.4), and
5. Synthesize fixes by enumerating and checking terms
from the predicted templates to give the programmer
localized feedback (ğ 2.5).

their programs until they reach the correct solution for a
programming assignment. An instrumented compiler is used
to capture such sequences (or traces) of student programs.
The first type-correct solution in this sequence of attempts
is considered to be the fixed version of all the previous ones
and thus a pair for each of them is added to the dataset. For
each program pair, we then produce a diff of their abstract
syntax trees (ASTs), and assign as the dataset’s fix labels
the smallest sub-tree that changed between the correct and
ill-typed attempt of the program.

2.1 Representing Fixes
Our notion of a fix is defined as a replacement of an existing
expression with a new candidate expression at a specific
program location. For example, the mulByDigit program is
fixed by replacing (hd * i) with the expression [hd * i]
on line 4. We focus on AST-level replacements as they are
compact yet expressive enough to represent fixes.

2.3 Learning Candidate Fix Templates
Each labeled program in our dataset contains a fix, which we
abstract to a fix template. For example, for the mulByDigit
program in Figure 1 we get the candidate fix [hd * i] and
hence the fix template [_ ⊕ _]. However, a large dataset
of fix-labeled programs, which may include many diverse
solutions, can introduce a huge set of fix templates, which
can be inappropriate for predicting the correct one to be
used for the final program repair.
Therefore, the next step in our approach is to learn a set
of fix templates that is small enough to automatically predict
which template to apply to a given erroneous program, but
nevertheless covers most of the fixes that arise in practice.

Generic Abstract Syntax Trees. We represent the different possible candidate expressions via abstract fix templates
called Generic Abstract Syntax Trees (GAST) which each correspond to many possible expressions. GASTs are obtained
from concrete ASTs in two steps. First, we abstract concrete variable, function, and operator names. Next, we prune
GASTs at a certain depth 𝑑 to keep only the top-level changes
of the fix. Pruned sub-trees are replaced with holes, which
can represent any possible expression in our language.
Together, these steps ensure that GASTs only contain information about a fix’s structure rather than the specific
changes in variables and functions. For example, the fix
[hd * i] in the mulByDigit example is represented by the
GAST of the expression [_ ⊕ _], where variables hd and i
are abstracted into holes (e.g. by pruning the GAST at a depth
𝑑 = 2) and * is represented by an abstract binary operator ⊕.
Our approach is similar to that of Lerner et al. [21], where
AST-level modifications are used, however, our proposed
GASTs represent more abstract fix schemas.
2.2

Partitioning the Fixes. We learn a suitable small set of
fix templates by partitioning all the templates obtained from
our dataset, and then selecting a single GAST to represent
the fix templates from each fix template set. The partitioning
serves two purposes. First, it identifies a small set of the most
common fix templates which then enables the use of discrete
classification algorithms to predict which template to apply to a new program. Second, it allows for the principled
removal of outliers that arise because student submissions
often contain non-standard or idiosyncratic solutions that
we do not wish to use for suggesting fixes.
Unlike previous repair approaches that have used clustering to group together similar programs (e.g., [11, 42]), we
partition our set of fix templates into their equivalence classes
based on a fix similarity relation.

Acquiring a Fix-Labeled Training Set

Previous work has used experts to create a set of ill-typed
programs and their fixed versions [21, 22], or to manually
create fix templates [16] that can yield repair patches [24, 25].
These approaches are hard to scale up to yield datasets suitable for machine learning. Also, they do not discover the
frequency in practice of particular classes of novice mistakes
and their fixes. In contrast, we show that such fix templates
can be learned from a large, automatically constructed training set of ill-typed programs labeled with their repairs. Fixes
in our dataset are represented as the ASTs of the expressions
that students changed in the ill-typed program to transform
it into the correct solution.

2.4 Predicting Templates via Multi-classification
Next, we train models that can correctly predict error locations and fix templates for a given ill-typed program. We
use these models to generate candidate expressions as possible program fixes. To reduce the complexity of predicting
the correct fix templates and error locations, we separate
these problems and encode them into two distinct supervised
classification problems.
Supervised Multi-Class Classification. We propose using a supervised multi-class classification problem for predicting fix templates. A supervised learning problem is one where,
given a labeled training set, the task is to learn a function

Interaction Traces. Following [37], we extract a labeled
dataset of erroneous programs and their fixed versions from
interaction traces. Usually students write several versions of
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that accurately maps the inputs to output labels and generalizes to future inputs. In a classification problem, the function
we are trying to learn maps inputs to a discrete set of two or
more output labels, called classes. Therefore, we encode the
task of learning a function that will map subexpressions of
ill-typed programs to a small set of candidate fix templates
as a multi-class classification (MCC) problem.

feedback to users. Additionally, synthesis is guided by predicted fix templates and a set of possible error locations, and
returns a ranked list of minimal repairs to users as feedback.
Program Synthesis. Given a set of locations and candidate templates for those locations, we are trying to solve a
problem of program synthesis. For each program location, we
search over all possible expressions in the language’s grammar for a small set of candidate expressions that match the
fix template and make the program type-check. Expressions
from the ill-typed program are also used during synthesis to
prune the search space of candidate expressions.

Feature Extraction. The machine learning models that
we will train to solve our MCC problem expect datasets
of labeled fixed-length vectors as inputs. Therefore, we define a transformation of fix-labeled programs to fixed-length
vectors. Similarly to Seidel et al. [37], we define a set of
feature extraction functions 𝑓1, . . . , 𝑓𝑛 , that map program
subexpressions to a numeric value (or just {0, 1} to encode a
boolean property). Given a set of feature extraction functions,
we can represent a single program’s AST as a set of fixedlength vectors by decomposing the AST 𝑒 into a set of its
constituent subexpressions {𝑒 1, . . . , 𝑒𝑚 } and then representing each 𝑒𝑖 with the 𝑛-dimensional vector [𝑓1 (𝑒𝑖 ), . . . , 𝑓𝑛 (𝑒𝑖 )].
This method is known as a bag-of-abstracted-terms (BOAT)
representation in previous work [37].

Synthesis for Multiple Locations. It is often the case
that more than one location needs to be fixed. Therefore, we
do not only consider the ordered set of single error locations
for synthesis, but rather its power set. For simplicity, we
consider fixing different program locations as independent;
the probability we assign that a set of locations needs to be
fixed is thus the product of their individual confidence scores.
This is unlike recent approaches to multi-hunk program
repair [33] where modifications depend on each other.
Ranking Fixes. Finally, we rank each solution by two
metrics, the tree-edit distance and the string-edit distance.
Previous work [11, 21, 42] has used such metrics to consider
minimal changes, i.e. changes that are as close as possible to
the original programs, so novice programmers are presented
with more coherent feedback.

Predicting Templates via MCC. Our fix-labeled dataset
can be updated so the labels represent the corresponding
template that fixes each location, drawn from the minimal
set of fix templates that were acquired through partitioning.
We then train a Deep Neural Network (DNN) classifier on the
updated template-labeled data set.
Neural networks have the advantage of associating each
class with a confidence score that can be interpreted as the
model’s probability of each class being correct for a given
input according to the model’s estimated distribution. Therefore, confidence scores can be used to rank fix template
predictions for new programs and use them in descending
order when synthesizing repairs. Exploiting recent advances
in machine learning, we use deep and dense architectures
[34] for more accurate fix template predictions.

1
2
3
4

let rec mulByDigit i l =
match l with
| []
-> []
| hd :: tl -> [𝑣 1 * 𝑣 2 ] @ mulByDigit i tl

Figure 2. A candidate repair for the mulByDigit program.
Example. We see in Figure 2 a minimal repair that our
method could return ([𝑣 1 * 𝑣 2 ] in line 4) using the template
discussed in ğ 2.3 to synthesize it. While this solution is not
the highest-ranked that our implementation returns (which
would be identical to the human solution), it demonstrates
relevant aspects of the synthesizer. In particular, this solution
has some abstracted variables, 𝑣 1 and 𝑣 2 . Our algorithm suggests to the user that they can replace the two variables with
two distinct variables and insert the whole expression into a
list, in order to obtain the correct program. We hypothesize
that such solutions produced by our algorithm can provide
valuable feedback to novices, and we investigate that claim
empirically in ğ 6.3.

Error Localization. We view the problem of finding error
locations in a new program as a binary classification problem.
In contrast with the template prediction problem, we want
to learn a function that maps a program’s subexpressions
to a binary output representing the presence of an error or
not. Therefore, this problem is equivalent to MCC with only
two classes and thus, we use similar deep architectures of
neural networks. For each expression in a given program,
the learned model outputs a confidence score representing
how likely it is an error location that needs to be fixed. We
exploit those scores to synthesize candidate expressions for
each location in descending order of confidence.

3 Learning Fix Templates

2.5 Synthesizing Feedback from Templates
Next, we use classic program synthesis techniques to synthesize candidate expressions that will be used to provide

We start by introducing our approach for extracting useful
fix templates from a training dataset comprised of paired
erroneous and fixed programs. We express those templates
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𝑛

::=

𝑥 | 𝜆𝑥 .𝑒 | 𝑒 𝑒¯ | let 𝑥 = 𝑒 in 𝑒
𝑛 | 𝑏 | 𝑒 + 𝑒 | if 𝑒 then 𝑒 else 𝑒
⟨𝑒, 𝑒⟩ | match 𝑒 with ⟨𝑥, 𝑥⟩(→ 𝑒
[] → 𝑒
[] | 𝑒 :: 𝑒 | match 𝑒 with
𝑥 :: 𝑥 → 𝑒
0, 1, −1, . . .

𝑏

::=

true | false

𝑡

::=

𝛼 | bool | int | 𝑡 → 𝑡 | 𝑡 × 𝑡 | [𝑡]

𝑒

::=
|
|
|
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::
*
hd

::
[]

i
(a) Fix AST

⊕
_

[]
_

(b) Template GAST

Figure 5. (left) The fix from example Figure 1 and (right) a
possible template for that fix.

Figure 3. Syntax of 𝜆𝑀𝐿
𝑒

::=
|
|
|

_ | 𝑥ˆ | 𝜆𝑥ˆ .𝑒 | 𝑥ˆ 𝑒¯ | let 𝑥ˆ = 𝑒 in 𝑒
𝑛ˆ | 𝑒 ⊕ 𝑒 | if 𝑒 then 𝑒 else 𝑒
ˆ 𝑥⟩
ˆ (→ 𝑒
⟨𝑒, 𝑒⟩ | match 𝑒 with ⟨𝑥,
[] → 𝑒
[] | 𝑒 :: 𝑒 | match 𝑒 with
𝑥ˆ :: 𝑥ˆ → 𝑒

takes as input an expression 𝑒 𝑀𝐿 over 𝜆𝑀𝐿 and a depth 𝑑
and returns an expression 𝑒 𝑅𝑇 𝐿 over 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿 , i.e. a GAST with
all variables, literals and operators of 𝑒 𝑀𝐿 abstracted and all
subexpressions starting at depth greater than 𝑑 pruned and
replaced with holes _.

Figure 4. Syntax of 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿

Example. Recall our example program mulByDigit in
Figure 1. The expression [hd * i] replaces (hd * i) in
line 4, and hence, is the user’s fix, whose AST is given in Figure 5a. The output of abstract, given this AST and a depth
𝑑 = 2 as input, would be the GAST in Figure 5b, where the
operator * has been replaced with an abstract operator ⊕,
and the sub-terms hd and i at depth 2 have been abstracted
to wildcard expressions _. Hence, the 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿 term [_ ⊕ _]
represents a potential fix template for mulByDigit.

in terms of a language that allows us to succinctly represent
fixes in a way that captures the essential structure of various
fix patterns that novices use in practice. However, extracting
a single fix template for each fix in the program pair dataset
yields too many templates to perform accurate predictions.
Hence, we define a similarity relation between templates,
which we use to partition the extracted templates into a small
but representative set, that will make it easier to train precise
models to predict fixes.

3.2

Extracting Fix Templates from a Dataset

Our approach fully automates the extraction of fixes by harvesting a set of fix templates from a training set of program
pairs. Given a program pair (𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 , 𝑝 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 ) from the dataset, we
extract a unique fix for each location in 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 that changed in
𝑝 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 . We do so with an expression-level diff [20] function.
Recall that our fixes are replacements of expressions, so we
abstract these extracted changes as our fix templates.

3.1 Representing User Fixes
Repair Template Language. Figure 4 describes our Repair Template Language, 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿 , which is a lambda calculus
with integers, booleans, pairs, and lists, that extends our
core ML language 𝜆𝑀𝐿 (Figure 3) with syntactic abstraction
forms:
1. Abstract variable names 𝑥ˆ are used to denote variable
occurrences for functions, variables and binders, i.e. 𝑥ˆ
denotes an unknown variable name in 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿 ;
2. Abstract literal values 𝑛ˆ can represent any integer, float,
boolean, character, or string;
3. Abstract operators ⊕ similarly denote unknown unary
or binary operators;
4. Wildcard expressions _ are used to represent any expression in 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿 , i.e. a program hole.

Contextual Repairs. Following Felleisen et al. [8], let C
be the context in which an expression 𝑒 appears in a program
𝑝, i.e. the program 𝑝 with 𝑒 replaced by a hole _. We write
that 𝑝 = C [𝑒], meaning that if we fill the hole with the
original expression 𝑒 we obtain the original program 𝑝. In this
fashion, diff finds a minimal (in number of nodes) expression
replacement 𝑒 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 for an expression 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 in 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 , such that
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 = C𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 [𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 ] and C𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 [𝑒 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 ] = 𝑝 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 . There may be
several such expressions, and diff returns all such changes.

Recall from ğ 2.1 that we define fixes as replacements
of expressions with new candidate expressions at specific
program locations. Therefore, we use candidate expressions
over 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿 to represent fix templates.

Examples. If 𝑓 𝑥 is rewritten to 𝑔 𝑥, the context is C = _ 𝑥
and the fix is 𝑔, since C [𝑔] = 𝑔 𝑥. If 𝑓 𝑥 is rewritten to
(𝑓 𝑥) + 1, the context is C = _, and the fix is the whole
expression (𝑓 𝑥) + 1, thus C [(𝑓 𝑥) + 1] = (𝑓 𝑥) + 1. (Even
though 𝑓 𝑥 appears in both the original and fixed programs,
we consider the application expression 𝑓 𝑥 Ð but not 𝑓 or 𝑥
Ð to be replaced with the + operator.)

Generalizing ASTs. A Generic Abstract Syntax Tree (GAST)
is a term from 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿 that represents many possible expressions from 𝜆𝑀𝐿 . GASTs are abstracted from standard ASTs
over the core language 𝜆𝑀𝐿 using the abstract function that
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Confidences, Data and Labels. As shown in Figure 6,
we define EMap 𝑎 as a mapping from expressions 𝑒 to values
of type 𝑎, and TMap 𝑎 as a mapping from templates T to such
values. For example, TMap C is a mapping from templates
T to their confidence scores C. Data represents feature vectors used to train our predictive models, while Label B are
the dataset labels for training and Label C are the output
confidence scores. Finally, Pair is a program pair (𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 , 𝑝 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 ).

Partitioning the Templates
𝜆𝑀𝐿

Programs over
force similar fixes, such as changes to
variable names, to have identical GASTs. Our next step is
to define a notion of program fix similarity. Our definition
supports the formation of a small but widely-applicable set of
fix templates. This small set is used to train a repair predictor.
GAST Similarity. Two GASTs are similar when the root
nodes are the same and their child subtrees (if any) can be
ordered such that they are pairwise similar. For example,
ˆ where
𝑥 + 3 and 7 −𝑦 yield the similar GASTs 𝑥ˆ ⊕ 𝑛ˆ and 𝑛ˆ ⊕ 𝑥,
the root nodes are both abstract binary operators, one child
is an abstract literal, and one child is an abstract variable.

Features and Predictors. We define Features as a function that generates the feature vectors Data for each subexpression of an input program 𝑒. Those feature vectors are
given in the form of a map EMap Data, which maps all
subexpressions of the input program 𝑒 to its feature vector
Data.
Predictors are learned fix-template-predictors returned
from our algorithm that are used to generate confidence score
mappings for input programs 𝑒. Specifically, they return a
map EMap (Label C) that associates each subexpression of
the input program 𝑒 with a confidence score Label C.

Partitioning. GAST similarity defines a relation which is
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive and thus an equivalence
relation. We can now define partitioning as the computation
of all possible equivalence classes of our extracted fix templates w.r.t. GAST similarity. Each class can consist of several
member-expressions and any one of them can be viewed as
the class representative. Each representative can then be used
as a fix template to produce repairs for ill-typed programs.
For example, 𝑥ˆ ⊕ 𝑛ˆ and 𝑛ˆ ⊕ 𝑥ˆ are in the same class and either
one can be used as the representative. The repair algorithm
in section 5 will essentially consider both when fixing an
erroneous program with this template.
Finally, our partitioning algorithm returns the top 𝑁 equivalence classes based on their member-expressions frequency
in the dataset. 𝑁 is a parameter of the algorithm and is chosen
to be as small as possible while the top 𝑁 classes represent
a large enough portion of the dataset.

Architecture. First, the extract function takes as input
the feature extraction functions Features, a list of templates
[T] and a single program pair Pair and generates a map
EMap (Data × Label B) of feature vectors and boolean labels for all subexpressions of the erroneous input program
from Pair. All feature vectors Data and labels Label B are
then accumulated into one list, which is given as input to
train and are used for training the two models LModel and
TModel that are respectively used for predicting error locations and fix templates. Next, the two trained models LModel
and TModel, along with Data from a new and previously
unseen program, can be fed into rank. This produces a
Predictor, which can be used to map subexpressions of the
new program to possible error locations and fix templates.

4 Predicting Fix Templates
Given a candidate set of templates, our next task is to train
a model that, when given an (erroneous) program, can predict which template to use for each location in that program.
We do so by defining a function predict which takes as input (1) a feature extraction function Features, (2) a dataset
DataSet of program pairs (𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 , 𝑝 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 ), and (3) a list of fix templates T. It returns as output a fix-template-predictor which,
given an erroneous program, returns the locations of likely
fixes, and the templates to be applied at those locations.
We build predict using three helper functions that carry
out each of the high-level steps. First, the extract function
extracts features and labels from the program pair dataset.
Next, these feature vectors are grouped and fed into train
which produces two models, LModel and TModel, that are
respectively used for error localization and predicting fix
templates. Finally, rank takes the features for a new (erroneous) program and queries the trained models to return the
likely fix locations and corresponding fix templates.
Next, we describe the key data-types in Figure 6, our implementations of the three key steps, and how they are combined to yield the predict algorithm.

4.1

Feature and Label Extraction

The machine learning algorithms that we use for predicting
fix templates and error locations expect fixed-length feature vectors Data as their input. However, we want to repair
variable-sized programs over 𝜆𝑀𝐿 . We thus use the extract
function to convert programs to feature vectors.
Following Seidel et al. [37], we choose to model a program
as a set of feature vectors, where each element corresponds
to a subexpression in the program. Thus, given an erroneous
program 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 we first split it into its constituent subexpressions and then transform each subexpression into a single
feature vector, i.e. Features 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 :: EMap Data. We only consider expressions inside a minimal type-error slice. We show
here the five major feature categories used.
Local syntactic features. These features describe the
syntactic category of each expression 𝑒. In other words, for
each production rule of 𝑒 in Figure 3 we introduce a feature
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{𝑟 ∈ R | 0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1}
{𝑏 ∈ R | 𝑏 = 0 ∨ 𝑏 = 1}
𝑒 𝑅𝑇 𝐿
𝑒 →𝑎
T→𝑎
[C]
𝑎 × TMap 𝑎
𝑒 ×𝑒
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Predictor




𝑒 → EMap Data
𝑒 → EMap (Label C)

abstract
diff

:
:

𝑒→T
Pair → [𝑒]

extract

:

train
rank

:
:

Features → [T] → Pair
→ EMap (Data × Label B)
[Data × Label B] → LModel × TModel
LModel → TModel → Data → Label C

predict

:

Features → [T] → DataSet → Predictor
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Type error slice. We wish to distinguish changes that
could fix the error from changes that cannot possibly fix
the error. Thus, we compute a minimal type-error slice (e.g.
[12, 40]) for the program (i.e. the set of expressions that
contribute to the error) and if the program contains multiple
type-errors, we compute a minimal slice for each error. We
then have a post-processing step that discards all expressions
that are not included in those slices.
Labels. Recall that we use two predictive models, LModel
for error localization and TModel for predicting fix templates.
We thus require two sets of labels associated with each feature vector, given by Label B. LModel is trained using the set
[Data × B], while TModel using the set [Data × TMap B].
LModel’s labels of type B are set to łtruež for each subexpression of a program 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 that changed in 𝑝 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 . A label
TMap B, for a subexpression of 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 , maps to the repair
template T that was used to fix it. TMap B associates all
subexpressions with a fixed number of templates [T] given
as input to extract. Therefore, for the purpose of template
prediction, TMap B can be viewed as a fixed-length boolean
vector that represents the fix templates used to repair each
subexpression. This vector has at most one slot set to łtruež,
representing the template used to fix 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 . These labels are
extracted using diff and abstract, similarly to the way that
templates were extracted in ğ 3.2.

Figure 6. A high-level API for converting program pairs to
feature vectors and template labels.

that is enabled (set to 1) if the expression was built with that
production, and disabled (set to 0) otherwise.

4.2

Contextual syntactic features. The context in which an
expression occurs can be critical for correctly predicting error sources and fix templates. Therefore, we include contextual features, which are similar to the local syntactic features
but describe the parent and children of an expression. For
example, the Is-[]-C1 feature would describe whether an
expression’s first child is []. This is similar to the n-grams
used in linguistic models [9, 15].

Training Predictive Models

Our goal with the train function is to train two separate
classifiers given a training set [Data × Label B] of labeled examples. LModel predicts error locations and TModel predicts
fix templates for a new input program 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 . Critically, we require that the error localization classifier output a confidence
score C that represents the probability that a subexpression
is the error that needs to be fixed. We also require that the
fix template classifier output a confidence score C for each
fix template that measures how sure the classifier is that the
template can be used to repair the associated location of the
input program 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 .
We consider a standard learning algorithm to generate our
models: neural networks. A thorough introduction to neural
networks is beyond the scope of this work [13, 28].

Expression size. We also include a feature representing
the size of each expression, i.e. how many subexpressions
does it contain? This allows the model to learn that, e.g.,
expressions closer to the leaves are more likely to be fixed
than expressions closer to the root.
Typing features. The programs we are trying to repair
are untypeable, but a partial typing derivation from the type
checker could still provide useful information to the model.
Therefore, we include typing features in our representation.
Due to the parametric type constructors · → ·, · × ·, and
[·], there is an infinite set of possible types Ð but we must
have a finite set of features. We add features for each abstract
type constructor that describes whether a given type uses
that constructor. For example, the type int → int → bool
would enable the · → ·, int, and bool features.
We add these features for parent and child expressions to
summarize the context, but also for the current expression,
as the type of an expression is not always clear syntactically.

Neural Networks. The model that we use is a type of
neural network called a multi-layer perceptron. A multi-layer
perceptron can be represented as a directed acyclic graph
whose nodes are arranged in layers that are fully connected
by weighted edges. The first layer corresponds to the input
features, and the final to the output. The output of an internal
node is the sum of the weighted outputs of the previous layer
passed to a non-linear function, called the activation function.
The number of layers, the number of nodes per layer, and
the connections between layers constitute the architecture of
a neural network. In this work, we use relatively deep neural
networks (DNN). We can train a DNN LModel as a binary
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Algorithm 1 Predicting Templates Algorithm

scores. We apply Rank to each feature vector that corresponds to an expression in the type-error slice of 𝑝. These
vectors are the first elements of 𝑝˜ ∈ 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑝), which are of
type Data × Label B. Finally, Predictor 𝑃𝑟 is returned, which
is used by our synthesis algorithm in section 5 to correlate
subexpressions in 𝑝 with their confidence scores.

Input: Feature Extraction Functions 𝐹 , Fix Templates 𝑇 𝑠,
Program Pair Dataset 𝐷
Output: Predictor 𝑃𝑟
1: procedure Predict(𝐹, 𝑇 𝑠, 𝐷)
2:
𝐷 𝑀𝐿 ← ∅
3:
for all 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 × 𝑝 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 ∈ 𝐷 do
4:
𝑑 ← Extract(𝐹, 𝑇 𝑠, 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 × 𝑝 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 )
5:
𝐷 𝑀𝐿 ← 𝐷 𝑀𝐿 ∪ InSlice(𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 , 𝑑)
6:
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠 ← Train(𝐷 𝑀𝐿 )
7:
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 ← 𝜆𝑝. InSlice(𝑝, Extract(𝐹, 𝑇 𝑠, 𝑝 × 𝑝))
˜ Rank(𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠, 𝑝˜ [0]), 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑝))
8:
𝑃𝑟 ← 𝜆𝑝. Map(𝜆𝑝.
9:
return 𝑃𝑟

4.4 Discussion
An alternative to the two separate predictive models, LModel
and TModel, would be to have one joint model to predict
both error locations and fix templates. One could simply
add an łemptyž fix template to the set of the 𝑁 extracted
templates. Then, a multi-class DNN could be trained on the
dataset, using 𝑁 + 1 classes instead. When the łemptyž fix
template is predicted, it denotes no error at that location,
while the rest of the classes denote an error along with the fix
template to be used. While the approach of one joint model
is quite intuitive, we found in our early experiments that it
does not produce as accurate predictions as the two separate
models.
Learning representations is a remarkable strength of DNNs,
so manually extracting features is usually discouraged. Recently, there has been some work in learning program representations for use in predictive models [2, 4]. However, we
found that the BOAT features are essential for high accuracy (see subsection 6.1) given the relatively small size of our
dataset, similarly to previous work [37]. In future work, however, it would be interesting to learn features automatically
and avoid the step of manually extracting them.

classifier, which will predict whether a location in a program
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 has to be fixed or not.
Multi-class DNNs. While the above model is enough for
error localization, in the case of template prediction we have
to select from more than two classes. We again use a DNN for
our template prediction TModel, but we adjust the output
layer to have 𝑁 nodes for the 𝑁 chosen template-classes.
For multi-class classification problems solved with neural
networks, usually a softmax function is used at output layer
[5, 10]. Softmax assigns probabilities to each class that must
add up to 1. This additional constraint speeds up training.
4.3

Predicting Fix Templates

Our ultimate goal is to be able to pinpoint what parts of an erroneous program should be repaired and what fix templates
should be used for that purpose. Therefore, the predict
function uses rank to predict all subexpressions’ confidence
scores C to be an error location and confidence scores TMap C
for each fix template. We show here how all the functions in
our high-level API in Figure 6 are combined to produce a final
list of confidence scores for a new program 𝑝. Algorithm 1
presents our high-level predict algorithm.

5 Template-Guided Repair Synthesis
We use program synthesis to fully repair a program using
predicted fix templates and locations from our machine learning models. We present in ğ 5.1 a synthesis algorithm for
producing local repairs for a given program location. In ğ 5.2,
we show how we use local repairs to repair programs that
may have multiple error locations.

The Prediction Algorithm. Our algorithm first extracts
the machine-learning-amenable dataset 𝐷 𝑀𝐿 from the program pairs dataset 𝐷. For each program pair in 𝐷, Extract
returns a mapping from the erroneous program’s subexpressions to features and labels. Then, InSlice keeps only the
expressions in the the type-error slice and evaluates to a list
of the respective feature and label vectors, which is added to
the 𝐷 𝑀𝐿 dataset. This dataset is used by the Train function
to generate our predictive 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠, i.e. LModel and TModel.
At this point we want to generate a Predictor for a new
unknown program 𝑝. We perform feature extraction for 𝑝
with Extract, and use InSlice to restrict to expressions in
𝑝’s type-error slice. The result is given by 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑝).
Rank is then applied to all subexpressions produced by
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑝) with Map, which will create a mapping of the type
EMap (Label C) associating expressions with confidence

5.1

Local Synthesis from Templates

Enumerative Program Synthesis. We utilize classic enumerative program synthesis that is guided by a fix template.
Enumerative synthesis searches all possible expressions over
a language until a high-level specification is reached. In our
case, we initially synthesize independent local repairs for a
program that already captures the user’s intent. Therefore,
the required specification is that the repaired program is
type-safe. However, if the users provide type signatures for
their programs, they can be used as a stricter specification.
Given a location 𝑙, a template 𝑡 and a maximum depth 𝑑,
Algorithm 2 searches over all possible expressions over 𝜆𝑀𝐿
that will satisfy those goals by generating a local repair that
fills 𝑡’s GAST with concrete variables, literals, functions etc.
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Algorithm 2 Local Repair Algorithm

returned list of local repairs 𝑅 replace the expression at the
given program location. The procedure tries the remaining
repairs, templates, and locations until a type-correct program
is found.
Following [21], we allow our final local repairs to have program holes _ or abstracted variable 𝑥ˆ in them. However, Algorithm 2 will prioritize the synthesis of complete solutions.
Abstract 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿 terms can have any type when type-checking
concrete solutions, similarly to OCaml’s raise Exn.

𝜆𝑀𝐿 ,

Input: Language Grammar
Program 𝑃, Template 𝑇 ,
Repair Location 𝐿, Max Repair Depth 𝐷
Output: Local Repairs 𝑅
1: procedure Repair(𝜆 𝑀𝐿 , 𝑃, 𝑇 , 𝐿, 𝐷)
2:
𝑅←∅
3:
for all 𝑑 ∈ [1 . . . 𝐷] do
4:
𝛼˜ ← NonTerminalsAt(𝑇 , 𝑑)
˜ 𝑃, 𝐿) do
5:
for all 𝛼 ∈ RankNonTerminals(𝛼,
6:
if IsHole(𝛼) then
7:
𝑄 ← GrammarRules(𝜆𝑀𝐿 )
8:
𝛽˜ ← {𝛽 | (𝛼, 𝛽) ∈ 𝑄 }
9:
for all 𝛽 ∈ RankRules(𝛽,˜ 𝑇 ) do
10:
𝑇ˆ ← ApplyRule(𝑇 , (𝛼, 𝛽))
11:
𝑅 ← 𝑅 ∪ {𝑇ˆ }
12:
else
13:
for all 𝜎 ∈ GetTerminals(𝑃, 𝐿, 𝜆𝑀𝐿 ) do
14:
𝑇ˆ ← ReplaceNode(𝑇 , 𝛼, 𝜎)
15:
𝑅 ← 𝑅 ∪ {𝑇ˆ }
16:
return 𝑅

Multiple Error Locations. In practice, frequently more
than one program location needs to be repaired. We thus
extend the above approach to fix programs with multiple
errors. Let the confidence scores C for all locations 𝐿 in the
type error slice from our error localization model LModel
be (𝑙 1, 𝑐 1 ), . . . , (𝑙𝑘 , 𝑐𝑘 ), where 𝑙𝑖 is a program location and 𝑐𝑖
its error confidence score. We assume for simplicity that the
probabilities 𝑐𝑖 are independent. Thus the probability that all
the locations {𝑙𝑖 . . . 𝑙 𝑗 } need to be fixed is the product 𝑐𝑖 · · · 𝑐 𝑗 .
Therefore, instead of ranking and trying to find fixes for single locations 𝑙, we use sets of locations ({𝑙𝑖 }, {𝑙𝑖 , 𝑙 𝑗 }, {𝑙𝑖 , 𝑙 𝑗 , 𝑙𝑘 },
etc.), ranked by the products of their confidence scores. For
a given set, we use Algorithm 2 independently for each location in the set and apply all possible combinations of local
repairs, looking again for a type-correct solution.

Our technique can also reuse subexpressions 𝑒 at location 𝑙
for 𝑡’s concretization to further optimize the search.
Template-Guided Local Repair. Using the Repair method
(Algorithm 2), we produce local repairs 𝑅 for a given location 𝐿 of an erroneous program 𝑃. Repair fills in a template
𝑇 based on the context-free grammar 𝜆𝑀𝐿 . It traverses the
GAST of template 𝑇 from root node downward, producing
candidate local repairs of maximum depth 𝐷.
When a hole 𝛼 ∈ 𝑇 is found, the algorithm expands 𝑇 ’s
GAST one more level using 𝜆𝑀𝐿 ’s production rules 𝑄. The
production rules are considered in a ranked order based on
the subexpressions that already appear in the rest of the
template 𝑇 and program location 𝐿. Each rule is then applied
to template 𝑇 , returning an instantiated template 𝑇ˆ , which
is inserted into the list of candidate local repairs 𝑅.
If node 𝛼 is not a hole, terminals from the subexpressions
at location 𝐿, the program 𝑃 in general and the grammar
𝜆𝑀𝐿 are used to concretize that node, depending on the 𝜆𝑅𝑇 𝐿
terminal node 𝛼. For each of these template 𝑇 modifications,
we insert an instantiated template 𝑇ˆ into 𝑅.
5.2 Ranking Error Locations
Error Location Confidence. Recall from section 4 that
for each subexpression in a program’s type-error slice, LModel
generates a confidence score C for it being the error location,
and TModel generates scores for the fix templates.
Our synthesis algorithm ranks all program locations based
on their confidence scores C. For all locations in descending
confidence score order, a fix template is used to produce a
local repair using Algorithm 2. Fix templates are considered
in descending order of confidence. Then expressions from the

6 Evaluation
We have implemented analytic program repair in Rite: a
system for repairing type errors for a purely functional subset
of OCaml. Next, we describe our implementation and an
evaluation that addresses three questions:
•
•
•
•

RQ1: How accurate are Rite’s predicted repairs? (ğ 6.1)
RQ2: How efficiently can Rite synthesize fixes? (ğ 6.2)
RQ3: How useful are Rite’s error messages? (ğ 6.3)
RQ4: How precise are Rite’s template fixes? (ğ 6.4)

Training Dataset. For our evaluation, we use an OCaml
dataset gathered from an undergraduate Programming Languages university course, previously used in related work
[35, 37]. It consists of erroneous programs and their subsequent fixes and is divided in two parts; the Spring 2014 class
(SP14) and the Fall 2015 class (FA15). The homework required
students to write 23 distinct programs that demonstrate a
range of functional programming idioms, e.g. higher-order
functions and (polymorphic) algebraic data types.
Feature Extraction. Rite represents programs with BOAT
vectors of 449 features from each expression in a program:
45 local syntactic, 315 contextual, 88 typing features, and
1 expression size feature. For contextual features, for each
expression we extract the local syntactic features of its first 4
(left-to-right) children. In addition, we extract those features
for its ancestors, starting from its parent and going up to two
more parent nodes. For typing features, we support ints,
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floats, chars, strings, and the user-defined expr. These
features are extracted for each expression and its context.

Accuracy

Dataset Cleaning. We extract fixes as expressions replacements over a program pair using diff. A disadvantage
of using diffs with this dataset is that some students may
have made many, potentially unrelated, changes between
compilations; at some point the łfixž becomes a łrewritež.
These rewrites can lead to meaningless fix templates and
error locations. We discard such outliers when the fraction
of subexpressions that have changed in a program is more
than one standard deviation above the mean, establishing a
diff threshold of 40%. We also discard programs that have
changes in 5 or more locations, noting that even state-of-theart multi-location repair techniques cannot reproduce such
łfixesž [33]. The discarded changes account for roughly 32%
of each dataset, leaving 2,475 program pairs for SP14 and
2,177 pairs for FA15. Throughout, we use SP14 as a training
set and FA15 as a test set.

Top-6
Top-3
Top-1

Random Popular DTree

SVM

DNN

Figure 7. Results of our template prediction classifiers using
the 50 most popular templates. We present the results up to
the top 6 predictions, since our synthesis algorithm considers
that many templates before falling to a different location.

achieves 2% Top-1 accuracy (12% Top-6), while the Popular classifier achieves a Top-1 accuracy of 14% (41% Top-6).
Our DNN classifier significantly outperforms these naive
classifiers, ranging from 45% Top-1 accuracy to 80% Top-6
accuracy. In fact, even with only DNN’s first prediction one
outperforms top 6 predictions of both Random and Popular.
The Random classifier’s low performance is as expected. The
Popular classifier performs better: some homework assignments were shared between SP14 and FA15 quarters and,
while different groups of students solved these problems for
each quarter, the novice mistakes that they made seem to
have a pattern. Thus, the most popular łfixesž (and therefore
the relevant templates) from SP14 were also popular in FA15.
We also observe that DTree achieves a Top-1 accuracy
close to that of DNN’s (i.e. 44% vs. 45%) but fails to improve
with more predictions (i.e. with Top-6, 55% vs. 80%). On the
other hand, the SVM does poorly on the Top-1 accuracy (i.e.
30% vs. 45%) but does significantly better with more predictions (i.e. with Top-6, 72% vs. 80%). Therefore, we observe
that more sophisticated learning algorithms can actually
learn patterns from a corpus of fixed programs, with DNN
classifiers achieving the best performance in each category.

DNN based Classifier. Rite’s template prediction uses a
multi-layer neural network DNN based classifier with three
fully-connected hidden layers of 512 neurons. The neurons
use rectified linear units (ReLU) as their activation function
[27]. The DNN was trained using early stopping [13]: training
is stopped when the accuracy on a distinct small part of the
training set is not improved after a certain amount of epochs
(5 epochs, in our implementation). We set the maximum
number of epochs to 200. We used the Adam optimizer [17],
a variant of stochastic gradient descent that converges faster.
6.1

100 %
90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%

RQ1: Accuracy

Most developers will consider around five or six suggestions
before falling back to manual debugging [18, 29]. Therefore,
we consider Rite’s accuracy up to the top six fix template predictions, i.e. we check if any of the top-N predicted templates
actually correspond to the users’s edit. These predicted templates are not shown to the user; they are only used to guide
the synthesis of concrete repairs which are then presented
to the user.
Baselines. We compare Rite’s DNN-based predictor against
two baseline classifiers: a Random classifier that returns templates chosen uniformly at random from the 50 templates
learned from the SP14 training dataset, and a Popular classifier that returns the most popular templates in the training
set in decreasing order. We also compare to a decision tree
(DTree) and an SVM classifier trained on the SP14 data, since
these are two of the most common learning algorithms [13].
Results: Accuracy of Prediction. Figure 7 shows the accuracy results of our template prediction experiments. The yaxis describes the fraction of erroneous sub-terms (locations)
for which the actual repair was one of the top-K predicted
repairs. The naive baseline of selecting templates at random
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Results: Template łConfusionž. The confusion matrix
of the each location’s top prediction shows which templates
our models mix up. Figure 8 shows this matrix for the top 30
templates acquired from the SP14 training set and were tested
on the FA15 dataset. Note that most templates are predicted
correctly and only a few of them are often mis-predicted for
another template. For example, we see that programs that
ˆ 𝑦)
ˆ → 𝑎ˆ in _)
require template 20 (let 𝑧ˆ = match 𝑡ˆ with (𝑥,
to be fixed, almost always are mis-predicted with template 11
ˆ 𝑦)
ˆ = 𝑡ˆ in (_, _)). We observe that these templates
(let (𝑥,
are still very similar, with both of them having a top-level
let that manipulates tuples 𝑡ˆ.
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Figure 8. The confusion matrix of the top 30 templates.
Bolder parts of the heatmap show templates that are often mis-predicted with another template. The bolder the
diagonal is, the more accurate predictions we make.

Figure 9. The proportion of the test set that can be repaired
within a given time.

Rite can generate type-correct repairs for the vast majority of ill-typed programs in under 20 seconds.
Rite learns correlations between program features and
repair templates, yielding almost 2x higher accuracy
than the naive baselines and 8% more than the other
sophisticated learning algorithms. By abstracting programs into features, Rite is able to generalize across
years and different kinds of programs.

6.2

6.3

RQ3: Usefulness

The primary outcome is whether the repair-based error messages generated by Rite were actually useful to novices. To
assess the quality of Rite’s repairs, we conducted an online human study with 29 participants. Each participant was
asked to evaluate the quality of the program fixes and their
locations against a state-of-the-art baseline (Seminal [21]).
For each program, beyond the two repairs, participants were
presented with the original ill-typed program, along with
the standard OCaml compiler’s error message and a short
description of what the original author of the program intended it to do. From this study, we found that both the edit
locations and final repairs produced by Rite were better than
Seminal’s in a statistically significant manner.

RQ2: Efficiency

Next we evaluate Rite’s efficiency by measuring how many
programs it is able to generate a (well-typed) repair for. We
limit the synthesizer to 90 seconds. (In general the procedure
is undecidable, and we conjecture that a longer timeout will
diminish the practical usability for novices.) Recall that the
repair synthesis algorithm is guided by the repair template
predictions. We evaluate the efficiency of Rite by comparing
it against a baseline Naive implementation that, given the
predicted fix location, attempts to synthesize a repair from
the trivial łholež template.
Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution function of
Rite’s and Naive’s repair rates over their synthesis time.
We observe that using the predicted templates for synthesis
allows Rite to generate type-correct repairs for almost 70% of
the programs in under 20 seconds, which is nearly 12 points
higher than the Naive baseline. We also observe that Rite
successfully repairs around 10% more programs than Naive
for times greater than 20 seconds. While the Naive approach
is still able to synthesize well-typed repairs relatively quickly,
we will see that these repairs are of much lower quality than
those generated from the predicted templates (ğ 6.4).

User Study Setup. Study participants were recruited from
two public research institutes (University of California, San
Diego and University of Michigan), and from advertisement
on Twitter. Participants had to assess the quality of, and
give comprehensible bug descriptions for, at least 5 / 10
stimuli. The study took around 25 minutes to complete. Participants were compensated by entering a drawing for an
Amazon Echo voice assistant. There were 29 valid participants. We created the stimuli by randomly selecting a corpus
of 21 buggy programs from the 1834 programs in our dataset
where repairs were synthesized. From this corpus, each participant was shown 10 randomly-selected buggy programs,
and two candidate repairs: one generated by Rite and one by
Seminal. For both algorithms, we used the highest-ranked
solution returned. Participant were always unaware which
tool generated which candidate patch. Participants were
then asked to assess the quality of each candidate repair
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User Study Setup. For this user study, we used a corpus
of 20 buggy programs randomly chosen in ğ 6.3. For each
of the programs we generated three messages: using Rite,
using Seminal, and using the Naive approach but at the
same location predicted by Rite. We then randomized and
masked the order in which the tools’ messages were reported,
and asked three experts (authors of this paper who had not
seen the output of any tool for any of those instances) to
rate the messages as one of łGoodž, łOkž or łBadž.

on a Likert scale of 1 to 5 and were asked for a binary assessment of the quality of each repair’s edit location. We
also collected self-reported estimates of both programming
and OCaml-specific experience as well as qualitative data
assessing factors influencing each participant’s subjective
judgment of repair quality. From the 29 participants, we collected 554 patch quality assessments, 277 each for Rite and
Seminal generated repairs.
Results. In a statistically-significant manner, humans perceive that Rite’s fault localization and final repairs are both
of higher quality than those produced by Seminal (𝑝 = 0.030
and 𝑝 = 0.024 respectively).1 Regarding fault localization, we
find that humans agreed with Rite-identified edit locations
81.6% of the time but only agreed with those of Seminal
74.0% of the time. As for the final repair, humans also preferred Rite’s patches to those produced by Seminal. Specifically, Rite’s repairs achieved an average quality rating of
2.41/5 while Seminal’s repairs had an average rating of only
2.11/5, a 14% increase (𝑝 = 0.030), showing a statisticallysignificant improvement over Seminal.

Results. Figure 11 summarizes the results of the rating.
Since each of 20 programs received 3 ratings, there are a total
of 60 ratings per tool. Rite dominates with 22 Good, 20 Ok
and 18 Bad ratings; Seminal follows with only 12 Good, 11
Ok and 37 Bad; while Naive received no Good scores, 12 Ok
scores and a dismal 48 Bad scores. On average (with Bad =
0, Ok = 0.5, Good = 1), Rite scored 0.53, Seminal 0.30, and
Naive just 0.1. Our rating agreement kappa is 0.54, which is
considered łmoderate agreementž.
Repairs generated from predicted templates were of significantly higher quality than those from expert-biased
enumeration (Seminal) or Naive enumeration.

Qualitative Comparison. We consider several case studies where there were statistically-significant differences between the human ratings for Rite’s and Seminal’s repairs.
The task in Figure 10a is that wwhile(f, b) should return
𝑥 where there exist values 𝑣 0, ..., 𝑣𝑛 such that: 𝑏 = 𝑣 0 , 𝑥 = 𝑣𝑛 ,
and for each 𝑖 between 0 and 𝑛−2, we have 𝑓 𝑣𝑖 = (𝑣𝑖 +1, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒)
and 𝑓 𝑣𝑛−1 = (𝑣𝑛 , 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒). The task in Figure 10b is to return a
list of n copies of x. The task in Figure 10c is to return the sum
of the squares of the numbers in the list xs. Humans rated
Rite’s repairs better for the programs in Fig 10a and 10c. In
both cases, Rite’s found a solution which type-checks and
conforms to the problem’s semantic specification. Seminal,
however, found a repair that was either incomplete (10a) or
semantically incorrect (10c). On the other hand, in 10b, Rite
does worse as the second parameter should be n-1. In fact,
Rite’s second ranked repair is the correct one, but it is equal
to the first in terms of edit distance.

7 Related Work
There is a vast literature on automatically repairing or patching programs: we focus on the most closely related work on
providing feedback for novice errors.
Example-Based Feedback. Recent work uses counterexamples that show how a program went wrong, for type errors [36] or for general correctness properties where the
generated inputs show divergence from a reference implementation or other correctness oracle [39]. In contrast, we
provide feedback on how to fix the error.
Fault Localization. Several authors have studied the problem of fault localization, i.e. winnowing down the set of locations that are relevant for the error, often using slicing
[12, 31, 40, 41], counterfactual typing [6] or bayesian methods [43]. Nate [37] introduced the BOAT representation, and
showed it could be used for accurate localization. We aim
to go beyond localization, into suggesting concrete changes
that novices can make to understand and fix the problem.

Humans perceive both Rite’s edit locations and final repair quality to be better than those produced
by Seminal, a state-of-the-art OCaml repair tool, in
a statistically-significant manner.
6.4

Repair-model based feedback. Seminal [21] enumerates
minimal fixes using an expert-guided heuristic search. The
above approach is generalized to general correctness properties by [38] which additionally performs a symbolic search
using a set of expert provided sketches that represent possible
repairs. In contrast, Rite learns a template of repairs from a
corpus yielding higher quality feedback (ğ 6).

RQ4: Impact of Templates on Quality

Finally, we seek to evaluate whether Rite’s template-guided
approach is really at the heart of its effectiveness. To do
so, as in ğ 6.2, we compared the results of using Rite’s error messages synthesized from predicted templates to those
generated by a Naive synthesizer that returns the first welltyped term (i.e. synthesized from the trivial łholež template).
1 All

Corpus-based feedback. Clara [11] uses code and execution traces to match a given incorrect program with a

tests for statistical significance used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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(a) Rite (4.5/5) better than Seminal (1.1/5) (b) Rite (1.5/5) worse than Seminal (4.1/5) (c) Rite (4.8/5) better than Seminal
with 12 responses 𝑝 = 0.002.
with 18 responses 𝑝 = 0.0002.
(1.2/5) with 17 responses 𝑝 = 0.0003.

Figure 10. Three erroneous programs with the repairs that Rite and Seminal generated for the red error locations.
graph. Hoppity is one of the few tools that can repair errors
spanning multiple locations. However, it relies solely on
the learned models to generate a sequence of edits, so it
doesn’t guarantee returning valid JavaScript programs. In
contrast, Rite, uses the learned models to get appropriate
error locations and fix templates, but then uses a synthesis
procedure to always generate type-correct programs.
Getafix [3] and Revisar [32] are two more systems that
learn fix patterns using AST-level differencing on a corpus
of past bug fixes. They both use anti-unification [19] for
generalizing expressions and, thus, grouping together fix
patterns. They cluster together bug fixes in order to reduce
the search space of candidate patches. While Revisar [32]
ends up with one fix pattern per bug category using antiunification, Getafix [3] builds a hierarchy of patterns that
also include the context of the edit to be made. They both
keep before and after expression pairs as their fix patterns,
and they use the before expression as a means to match an
expression in a new buggy program and replace it with the
after expression. While these methods are quite effective,
they are only applicable in recurring bug categories e.g. how
to deal with a null pointer exception. Rite on the other hand,
attempts to generalize fix patterns even more by using the
GAST abstractions, and predicts proper error locations and
fix patterns with a learned model from the corpus of bug
fixes, and so so can be applied to a diverse variety of errors.
Prophet [23] is another technique that uses a corpus of
fixed buggy programs to learn a probabilistic model that
will rank candidate patches. Patches are generated using
a set of predefined transformation schemas and condition
synthesis. Prophet uses logistic regression to learn the parameters of this model and uses over 3500 extracted program
features to do so. It also uses an instrumented recompile of a
faulty program together with some failing input test cases to
identify what program locations are of interest. While this
method can be highly accurate for error localization, their
experimental results show that it can take up to 2 hours to
produce a valid candidate fix. In contrast, Rite’s pretrained
models make finding proper error locations and possible fix
templates more robust.

Figure 11. Rating the errors generated by Rite, Seminal
and Naive enumeration.

łnearbyž correct solution obtained by clustering all the correct answers for a particular task. The matched representative is used to extract repair expressions. Similarly, Sarfgen
[42] focuses on structural and control-flow similarity of programs to produce repairs, by using AST vector embeddings
to calculate distance metrics (to łnearbyž correct programs)
more robustly. Clara and Sarfgen are data-driven, but both
assume there is a łclosež correct sample in the corpus. In contrast, Rite has a more general philosophy that similar errors
have similar repairs: we extract generic fix templates that
can be applied to arbitrary programs whose errors (BOAT
vectors) are similar. The Tracer system [1] is closest in
philosophy to ours, except that it focuses on single-line compilation errors for C programs, where it shows that NLPbased methods like sequence-to-sequence predicting DNNs
can effectively suggest repairs, but this does not scale up
to fixing general type errors. We have found that OCaml’s
relatively simple syntactic structure but rich type structure
make token-level seq-to-seq methods quite imprecise (e.g.
deleting offending statements suffices to łrepairž C but yields
ill-typed OCaml) necessitating Rite’s higher-level semantic
features and (learned) repair templates.
Hoppity [7] is a DNN-based approach for fixing buggy
JavaScript programs. Hoppity treats programs as graphs
that are fed to a Graph Neural Network to produce fixedlength embeddings, which are then used in an LSTM model
that generates a sequence of primitive edits of the program
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We have presented analytic program repair, a new datadriven approach to provide repairs as feedback for type errors. Our approach is to use a dataset of ill-typed programs
and their fixed versions to learn a representative set of fix
templates, which, via multi-class classification allows us to
accurately predict fix templates for new ill-typed programs.
These templates guide the synthesis of program repairs in a
tractable and precise manner.
We have implemented our approach in Rite, and demonstrate, using a corpus of 4,500 ill-typed OCaml programs
drawn from two instances of an introductory programming
course, that Rite makes accurate fix predictions 69% of the
time when considering the top three templates and surpass
80% when we consider the top six, and that the predicted
templates let us synthesize repairs for over 70% of the test set
in under 20 sec. Finally, we conducted a user study with 29
participants which showed that Rite’s repairs are of higher
quality than those from the state-of-the-art Seminal tool
which incorporates several expert-guided heuristics for improving the quality of repairs and error messages. Thus, our
results demonstrate the unreasonable effectiveness of data
for generating better error messages.
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